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Highlights of Changes in 2.0.17.157 

Description 2 at Detail Listing and Outstanding Detail Listing Report 

A minor enhancement had been implemented at Detail Listing and Outstanding Detail Listing Report by 
adding Description 2 field from transctions (Refer Figure 1). However, you will have to pull it out from 
Column Chooser as it is not shown in the grid by default. 

Figure 1 
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Audit Trail to record user Log In and Log Out 

Another enhancement had been made at Audit Trail. User can now trace user logins if they wish from the 
Audit Trail function as any logins or logout is being recorded (Refer Figure 2).  

Figure 2 

*Something to take note if user force end task from task manager to close AutoCount Accounting 2.0, this
activity could not be recorded in the Audit Trail. 
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Barcode Input behavior when have duplicate Item Code, Barcode, Alternative Item Code 

In previous versions, the barcode input for Accounting and POS behave differently when facing duplicate 
Item Code or Barcode. This behavior had been standardized to behave exactly like POS where it will prompt 
user to choose the item if found any duplicate results. 

Below is an example of a duplicate scenario where the barcode “123456” is maintained for multiple items 
(Refer Table 1). 

Item Code UOM Barcode Alt Item Code Item Package Package 
Barcode 

A001 PCS 123456 

A002 PCS 123456 

9999 PCS 123456 

BB 123456 

Table 1 

As a result, the system will prompt user a dialog to select which item or item package that they wish to 
input if they key in the barcode “123456” (Refer Figure 3). 

Figure 3 

*Previously Accounting behavior will only capture the first item that it searched.

*Previous barcode did not consider for Item Package.
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Others 

Some other key highlights of this version which does not require further elaboration: 

1. Support TLS 1.2 for Email – User can now send email through AutoCount if user are applying TLS 1.2
for their email security, for example Debtor Statement batch mail.

2. Removed Show Animation column from Customize Function Widget – This column is removed as
previously we had remove animation support from the shortcut Tiles.
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